
PRIZES OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CHURCH HISTORY

The Frank S. and Elizabeth D. Brewer Prize
The Brewer Prize is a subsidy of $2000 to assist the author in

publishing a booklength manuscript in church history. The winning
manuscript shall be published in a manner acceptable to the Society.
Manuscripts accepted for publication may be submitted for this award,
but the winning manuscript must have printed on its title-page, "The
Frank S. and Elizabeth D. Brewer Prize Essay of the American Society of
Church History." If competing works are otherwise of equal quality,
preference will be given to topics relating to the history of
Congregationalism. Complete manuscripts in final form must be
received by William B. Miller, Secretary, American Society of Church
History, 328 Deland Avenue, Indialantic, FL 32903, by 1 November each
year, with return postage included. The award will be announced at the
spring meeting of the Society.

The Philip Schaff Prize
The Schaff Prize is an award in the amount of $1000 to be paid to the

author of the best book originating in the North American scholarly
community which presents original research in the history of Christianity
or any period thereof. Books considered for the next award must have
been published during the year 1988 or 1989. Any member of the
Society may nominate titles for consideration for the Schaff Prize.
Copies of books nominated do not have to be submitted. Titles
nominated for consideration must be received by William B. Miller,
Secretary, American Society of Church History, 328 Deland Avenue,
Indialantic, FL 32903, by 1 March 1991. The prize will be announced at
the annual meeting of the Society in December 1991.

The Sidney E. Mead Prize
The Mead Prize is an award in the amount of $250 for the author of

the best unpublished essay in any field of church history written by a
doctoral candidate or recent recipient whose manuscript stems directly
from doctoral research. The manuscript will be published in Church
History. Entries of no more than twenty-five double-spaced pages,
including double-spaced endnotes, must be submitted to Stephen J.
Stein, Chair, Committee on Research, American Society of Church
History, 1420 E. Maxwell Lane, Bloomington, IN 47401, by 1 July each
year. The prize will be announced at the annual meeting of the Society
in December.
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JUST PUBLISHED

CHURCH HISTORY INDEX, 1981-1990
(Volume 4)

Includes index of all articles by author, title, and subject and all book
reviews by title, author index, and reviewer which were published in
CHURCH HISTORY from 1981-1990

275 pages

$12.00 (including postage)

A limited number of previously published volumes of the CHURCH
HISTORY INDEX are still available at $12.00 each including postage:

Volume 1,1889-1961 —167 pages
Volume 2,1962-1970 — 107 pages
Volume 3,1971-1980 —179 pages

Requests for copies, with covering remittance, should be forwarded to:

William B. Miller, Secretary
American Society of Church History
328 Deland Avenue
Indialantic, Florida 32903
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THE ALBERT C. OUTLER PRIZE IN
ECUMENICAL CHURCH HISTORY

The Outler Prize was established to encourage the critical study of
ecumenical church history, broadly conceived, and to facilitate the
publication of such studies. "Ecumenical" is to be construed as chiefly
concerned with the problems of Christian unity-and-disunity (doctrinal,
cultural, institutional) in any period of church history; or with interactions
between Christianity and other religious movements. Works of a
partisan nature are excluded. The following categories are eligible:

a. Studies, chiefly narrative and critical, of ecumenical church history
dealing with historical controversies and divisions, or with notable
instances of reconciliation and consensus.

b. Analyses of church councils, dialogues, and debates, or
interactions between Christianity and other religious traditions.

c. Biographical studies of significant leaders, or of persons whose
involvement in ecumenical dialogue and action was noteworthy.

d. Critical editions (preferably annotated) of significant ecumenical
documents.

e. Bibliographical reviews and evaluations in major areas of
ecumenical church history.

f. Pioneering studies that advance scholarly knowledge and
ecumenical understanding.

The prize consists of an award of $1000 to the author and a
possible grant of up to $3000 for publication (or in exceptional cases,
for necessary expenses in the preparation of a book-length manu-
script accepted for publication). The prize will be awarded annually,
though no award will be made in any year when none of the
manuscripts is adjudged to be outstanding. Complete manuscripts in
final form must be received by William B. Miller, Secretary, American
Society of Church History, 328 Deland Avenue, Indialantic, FL 32903, by
1 June. The prize will be announced at the annual meeting of the
Society in December.

THE JAME DEMPSEY DOUGLASS PRIZE
The Douglass Prize is an award in the amount of $250 for the author

of the best unpublished essay on some aspect of the role of women in
the history of Christianity. The manuscript will be published in Church
History. Entries of no more than twenty-five double-spaced pages,
including double-spaced endnotes, must be submitted to Stephen J.
Stein, Chair, Committee on Research, American Society of Church
History, 1420 E. Maxwell Lane, Bloomington, IN 47401, by 1 August
each year beginning in 1990. No award will be made in any year when
none of the manuscripts is adjudged to be outstanding. The prize will be
announced at the annual meeting of the Society in December.
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^y Pilgram Marpeck:
_ His Life and Social
Z^ Theology

*—J Stephen B. Boyd

E 375 pages
cloth $34.95

^ ) Duke Monographs in Medieval
and Renaissance Studies #12

The Bible in the
Sixteenth Century

David C. Steinmetz,

editor
269 pages
cloth $32.50
Duke Monographs in Medieval
and Renaissance Studies # 11

Also Available

The Black Church in
the African American
Experience

C. Eric Lincoln and
Lawrence H. Mamiya
536 pages
paper $18.95,
library cloth edition $47.50

Duke University Press
Publishers of Black Sacred
Music: A Journal of Theomusicology
and Journal of Medieval
and Renaissance Studies
6697 College Station
Durham, NC 27708
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Abingdon Press

New resources in historical studies
Gender, Doctrine, and God
The Shakers and Contemporary Theology
by Linda A. Mercadante
'The first comprehensive and systematic
study of the Shaker doctrine of the dual,
male-female Cod . . . [and] experiment in
inclusive God-imagery."

—Rosemary Radford Ruether
Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary

$19.95, paper, 208 pages,
ISBN 0*87-14041-2

Good News to the Poor
John Wesley's Evangelical Economics
by Theodore W. Jennings, Jr.
"The radical economic claims of the gospel
that Wesley preached and practiced come
alive in these pages." —Justo L Gonzalez

Adjunct Professor erf Theology
Columbia Theological Seminary, Decatur, Georgia

$16.95, paper, ISBN 0-687-15528-2

Aldersgate Reconsidered
Edited by Randy L Maddox
Seven leading Wesleyan/Methodist scholars
examine the specific impact Wesley's
Aldersgate experience had on his life and
theology and the impact it has had on
subsequent generations of Methodists.
$13.95, paper, ISBN 0-687-00984-7

Introduction to Christian Ethics
by Friedrich Schletermacher
Translated by John Shelley
Derived from lectures delivered in 1826 and
1827, this volume offers Schleiermacher's
definitive views on Christian ethics.
$8.95, paper, 112 pages,
ISBN i 0-687-19500-4

Order from your local bookstore or call
toll free 1-800-251-3320.
Please mail orders to: Abingdon Press
201 Eighth Avenue South / P.O. Box 801
Nashville, TN 37202-0801

A Major History of Religion in America

A RELIGIOUS HISTORY OF AMERICA
New Revised Edition
Edwin Scott Gaustad

Highly praised for its clarity, liveliness, and
sweeping range, this thoroughly revised and
updated classic text draws upon the most recent

scholarship to capture the diversity of American religious
thought and experience—including the contributions of
Native American, African American, Hispanic, and Asian
religions; and discussions of pluralism, women's
contributions, social history, and nuclear issues.

"No reader can go away from this lucidly written text without
suspecting the possibility that [Gaustad's] modestly titled A
Relijjious History of America is, in fact, the religious history of
America."—Harry Stout, professor of American religious
history, Yale University
Paperback, 4\6pages, #0630947, $19.95
Available through your local bookstore or
Harper San Francisco, Torch Order Department,
151 Union Street, Suite 401, San Francisco, CA 94111.
Or phone TOLL FREE 800-328-5125.
Also available from HarperCollins Canada Ltd.

A Division of HarperCollmsPublishers
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mi: LIBRARY OF RI;LK;H)I s BIOGRAPHY
Edited by Mark A. Noll and Nathan O. Hatch, this series of

original biographies introduces readers to important religious figures
across American and British history. The authors are well-known histori-
ans, recognized authorities in the period of religious history that is the
setting for their subject. These relatively compact, well-written narratives
will delight and inform the general reader and the scholar alike.

BILLY SUNDAY
and the Redemption of Urban America

Lyle W. Dorsett
"Dorsett makes Billy Sunday come alive
as a complex person, not a cardboard
caricature. He notes the flaws, but despite
all of Sunday's agonies and insecurities,
Dorsett likes the man, and the result is a
new awareness of the private complexity
of a public celebrity."

— E. Brooks Holifield
Paper, $14.95 Emory University

COMING THIS FALL

THE DIVINE DRAMATIST
George Whitefield and the Rise of

Modern Evangelicalism
Harry S. Stout

At your bookstore, or call 800-253-7521
FAX 616-459-6540

LIBERTY OF CONSCIENCE
Roger Williams in America

Edwin S. Gaustad
"Edwin Gaustad writes with ease and
grace — in deceptively simple narrative
style — and gives the reader the most ac-
cessible study of Roger Williams that I
know of. The work is lively; it is critical;
it is historiographically sophisticated. . . .
This is surely a volume to assign to stu-
dents, and it is one that will introduce
general readers to a major figure in
colonial, and general American, religious
history."

— Catherine L. Albanese
University of California,

Paper, $14.95 Santa Barbara

WM. B . EERDMANS
PUBLISHING CO.

255 JEFFERSON AVE. S.E. / GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 49503
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A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
OF FUNDAMENTALISM
AND EVANGELICALISM

Paper,
$12.95

"Anyone who is in-
terested in understand-
ing this rapidly grow-
ing element in today's
society will want to
read this excellent
analysis."

— LIBRARY JOURNAL

Widely regarded as a
leading authority on

American fundamentalism,
Cieorgc Marsden draws on
his recent research to pro-
vide this historical overview
of fundamentalism and evan-
gelicalism. Designed for a
wide range of readers, this
book offers both an intro-
duction to these topics and
a deeper analysis of impor-
tant themes.

Marsden focuses especially on
two areas that have been prominent

and controversial in these traditions: views of
science and views of politics. In both cases he centers his
analysis on the views of self-styled evangelicals or fun-
damentalists who have led efforts to organize either of
these related movements as national coalitions.

At your bookstore, or call 800-253-7521
FAX 616459-6540

B. EERDMANS
PUBLISHING CO.

2SS JEFFERSON AVE. S.E. / GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 49503
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Isle of the Saints
Monastic Settlement and
Christian Community in
Early Ireland
By LISA M. BITEL. Isle of the Saints
recreates the harsh yet richly spiritual
world of medieval Irish monks on the
Christian frontier of barbarian Europe.
Bitel draws on saints' lives written
between 800 and 1200 to explain, from
the monks' own perspective, the social
networks that bound them to each other
and to their secular neighbors. $28.95

Images of Sainthood
in Medieval Europe
Edited by RENATE BLUMENFELD
KOSINSKI and TIMEA SZELL.
Bringing together fourteen essays by
contributors representing a number of
disciplines, this volume illuminates such
key issues as the place of sanctity in society,
the role of gender in the representation of
sainthood, and the use of hagiographic
conventions in other genres. $37.50 cloth,
$12.95 paper

Reclaiming the Sacred
Lay Religion and Popular Politics
in Revolutionary France
By SUZANNE DESAN. Focusing on a
prorevolutionary department in Burgundy,
Desan analyzes how the region's laity
responded to the revolutionaries' attempts
to dechristianize France and to establish
new revolutionary cults. $33.50

"In His Image and
Likeness"
Political Iconography and
Religious Change in
Regensburg, 1500-1600
By KRISTIN ELDYSS SORENSEN
ZAPALAC. In this ground-breaking
book, Zapalac brings together the
methods of social, intellectual, and art
history in showing how the Protestant
Reformation altered the terms of political
discourse in a German free imperial city.
$29.95

^ Inspiring
% Reading

Communities of
Saint Martin
Legend and Ritual in
Medieval Tours
By SHARON FARMER. Farmer here
investigates the ways in which three
medieval communities—the town of
Tours, the basilica of Saint-Martin there,
and the abbey of Marmoutier nearby
—all defined themselves through the
cult of Saint Martin. $43.50

Christianizing Death
The Creation of a Ritual Process
in Early Medieval Europe
By FREDERICK S. PAXTON.
Drawing upon evidence in a wide variety
of liturgical sources, Paxton traces the
process by which disparate traditions in
regional churches (those of Gaul, Spain,
and Ireland, for example) were brought
together in the late ninth century to
form a fully articulated ritual response to
sickness, death, and the admission of the
soul into the other world. $31.50

Cornell
University Press
124 Roberts Place, Ithaca, NY 14850
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY
Membership Information

The American Society of Church History was founded in 1888 by Philip
Schaff and a group of colleagues. It is affiliated with the American Historical
Association. Its purpose is to foster interest in the history of Christianity, and
its interrelationship with its cultural context by encouraging research, writ-
ing, and teaching in this discipline.

The membership of the society consists of scholars, men and women, the
majority of whom serve on faculties of colleges, universities, and seminaries.
Others are archivists, clergy members, professional writers, and students, or
simply those who have a serious interest in church history. The society is
ecumenical in character, comprising members of various religious persua-
sions.

In addition to Church History, a journal published quarterly, the society
holds an annual meeting in conjunction with the American Historical Associ-
ation and a spring meeting on the campus of a host institution. The meeting
programs and the journal provide opportunities for exploring a wide variety
of subjects and the exchange of thought. Membership dues entitle one to
receive the journal, with its informative articles and large book review
section, and attend the meetings of the society.

In order to interest younger scholars, particularly those of ethnic minori-
ties, in the work of the society, the council has voted to offer a dues-free
membership (up to two years) to all graduate students working in the area of
church history at an accredited institution upon the approval of a professor
who is also a member of the society.

Application for Membership
American Society of Church History

Name:

Address:

Present i

last

street

institutional

first

affiliation/Last

city

degree earned—

middle

—when and

(title)

state

where

zip

Signature Professor's signature (If graduate student)

Annual dues are $30.00. Graduate students working in the area of church history
with the approval and verification of a professor who is also a member of the
society may join without paying a fee. Persons who have been members of the
society for at least five years and are now retired from professional life may
continue membership at $15.00 per year. Membership in the society includes a
subscription to Church History. The council approves applications at its semian-
nual meetings.
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U.S. Postal Servica

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION
Remind by 39 U.S.C. 3685)

1A. Title of Publication

CHURCH HISTORY

3. Frequency of Issue

Quarterly: March, June, Sept. Dec.

IB. PUBLICATION NO.

1 1 1 k 2 0
3A. No. of Issues Published

Annually

2. Date of Filing

Sept. 30, 1990
3B. Annual Subscription Price

$25.00

4. Complete Mailing Address of Known Office of Publication (Street. City. County, State and Z1P+4 Code) (Not printers)

American Society of Church History, 328 Deland Avenue, Indialantic, Fl 32903

5. Complete Mailing Address of the Headquarters of General Business Offices of the Publisher (Not printer)

American Society of Church History, 328 Deland Avenue, Indialantic, FL 32903

6. Full Names and Complete Mailing Address of Publisher, Editor, and Managing Editor (This ittm MUST NOT be Monk)
Publisher (Name and Complete Mailing Address)

American Society of Church History, 328 Deland Avenue, Indialantic, FL 32903

Editor (Name and Complete Mailing Address)

Martin E. Marty, Jerald C. Brauer
306 Swift Hall, 1025 E. 58th Street , Chicago, IL 6O637

Managing Editor (Name and Complete Mailing Address)

7. Owner (If owned by a corporation. Us name and address must be stated and also immediately thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding
I percent or more of total amount of slock. If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses of the individual owners must be given. If owned by a partnership
or other unincorporated firm, its name and address, as welt at that of each individual must be given. If the publication is published by a nonprofit organization, its
name and address must be stated.) (Item must be completed.)

Full Name

American Society of Church History

No Stockholders

Complete Mailing Address

128 Deland Avenue
Indialantic, FL 32903

8. Known Bondholders, Mortgagees, and Other Security Holders Owning or Holding 1 Percent or More of Total Amount of Bonds, Mortgages or Other
Securities (If there are none, so state)

Full Name

None

Complete Mailing Address

9. For Completion by Nonprofit Organizations Authorized To Mail at Special Rates (DMM Section 423.12 only)
The purpose, function, and nonprofit status of this organization and the exempt status for Federal income tax purposes (Check one)

(1) (21
I—I Has Not Changed During |—I Has Changed During (If changed, publisher must submit explanation of
l_±i Preceding 12 Months I I Preceding 12 Months change with this statement.)

1(>- Extent and Nature of Circulation
(See instructions on reverse side)

A. Total No. Copies (Net Press Run)

B. Paid and/or Requested Circulation

2. Mail Subscription
(Paid and/or requested)

C. Total Paid and/or Requested Circulation
(Sum or 10B1 and I0B2)

D. Free Distribution by Mail, Carrier or Other Means
Samples, Complimentary, and Other Free Copies

E. Total Distribution (Sum ofCandD)

F. Copies Not Distributed
1. Office use, left over, unaccounted, spoiled after printing

2. Return from News Agents

G. TOTAL (Sum of E, FI and 2-should equal net press run shown in A)

11.
1 certify that the statements made by
me above are correct and complete

Average No. Copies Each Issue During
Preceding 12 Months

3523

None

2965

2965

175

31^0

383

None

3523

Actual No. copies of Single Issue

3 ^ 9

None

31*3

3C+3

175

3218

271

None

3489
Signature and Title of Editor, Publisher, Business Manager, or Owner

PS Form 3 5 2 6 , Feb. 1989
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